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Can anyone help explain the difference between source and resource? I'm very confused about it. Thank you very much. Can you give us a suggestion in which you are confused about whether to use a source or resource, benyaya? Are you sure. I'll give you more resources to help you find a job. When you write, you tend to be looking
for more sources than you need. This country has a abundant resource of the platinum mine. I think that both the source and the resource mean the supply of something. Thank you very much. This can be simplified, but you can say that the resource is something of a value, while the source is the location of something. Did you peek into
the WR dictionary, Benyaya? It's a good idea to see the words out there first (there are also links to other dictionaries); then you can tell us what puzzles you about using words based on the definitions you find. These two words do not mean the same thing. I received this: resource: supply or source of help or support; Something resorted
to if necessary; Source: any person, book, organization, etc. from which information, evidence, etc.; What puzzles me is that I've heard people refer to the resource book, resource staff, but I've also heard how tracking down more of the original books. Thank you. I received this: resource: supply or source of help or support; something
resorted to at the time of need source: any person, book, organization, etc., from which information, evidence, etc., obtained the resource is actually quite wide term; this definition seems narrow to me (it sounds like something you would only address in an emergency). It really can mean anything from which you can get help or
information, someone or something to contact. The American Heritage Dictionary gives this good suggestion as an example of use: The Local Library is a valuable resource. The source is a much narrower term, that is the place from which something came from the beginning. (The definition you found seems too broad to me.) This is what
you have always asked when you post a sentence you read somewhere and ask us a question about its meaning. Someone will always remind you that one of the rules of the forum is that you have to give the source, place (book, newspaper, website) where you found the offer. To comment on your three examples of suggestions (post
#3): (1) I'll give you more resources to help you find a job. That makes sense. (2) When you write an article, you tend to look for more sources than you need. You don't usually look for sources of information when writing, say, a friend's letter, but it makes sense if you're writing for a post. (3) This country has abundant platinum resources.
platinum mine. We usually use multiples when talking about natural resources such as lumber, minerals, etc. P.S.: You give your native language as Madarin. Did you want to get a tangerine? Hi Parla: This explanation is excellent!! I can rarely so many details when I ask for help to compare and contrast two words/phrases. If someone
asks me similar questions in Chinese, I'm not sure if I can explain it so well. Thank you so much for your help. You have to log in or register to respond here. Although the two words of the source and the resource look a bit similar, they are two different words with different meanings. The source refers to the place or origin from which
something came from. The resource refers to materials, personnel, materials and other assets that are necessary for effective operation. This is the main difference between source and resource. The source is a noun that refers to the origin from which something is derived. It can relate to a place, a person or a thing. The meaning of this
word may vary slightly depending on the different contexts. The source may refer to the person who provides the information, the book or the document that acts as the main reference, and the point of origin of the water flow. The source can sometimes also refer to generative force; in such cases, the source also acts as a cause. The
suggestions below will help you better understand the value of the source. Dairy products are a rich source of calcium. They claimed to have received the information from a reliable source who wished to remain anonymous. Secondary sources are listed in Annex A. Solar energy is an important source of renewable energy. This old
wooden box had been a source of curiosity for as long as he remembered. The source can also act as a verb. But this use is not very common. As a verb, it refers to the act of obtaining something from a particular source. Wind power is a source of renewable energy. A resource means something that can be used to function effectively.
The resource may refer to money, materials, personnel or other assets. The Oxford Dictionary defines a resource as a stock or stock of money, materials, personnel and other assets that can be brought by a person or organization in order to function effectively. The resource can also relate to a natural trait or phenomenon that improves a
person's quality of life. The word resource is mainly used in the plural. The principal advised teachers to make the most of the resources available. This book can be used as a reference and educational resource. Our country is rich in natural resources. Our company does not have the resources to complete such a project. In addition to
this value, the resource can also relate to actions, strategies, opportunities that can be taken in adverse circumstances. The resource can also be used as a verb. This verb refers to the act of providing resources. But not a very common use, as with the source of the verb. Their country is rich in natural resources. The source of the
definition refers to the place, the person, or the thing from which something is going on. Resource is a stock or stock of money, personnel, materials and other assets can be used by a person or organization in order to function effectively and efficiently. Simple Value Source is a place from which you can get something useful or valuable.
Resource is something that will help you perform some functions. The source of pluralism is mainly used in a special form. The resource is mainly used in the plural. Dear HANNAH, The Source is a place or thing for a helpful person. We eat fruits and vegetables because they are sources of energy and vitamins and minerals for our body.
Resources is a valuable thing needed by the people or the nation. The sun is a renewable energy resource for us. We are always on the lookout for resources that are important to us. People are also considered an important and invaluable resource for any organization - the country's natural resources are its mineral wealth, reservoirs
and fossil fuel Regards, Hani Sevilam AbdelHamid Head of Business Development - Business Coach - Consultant - - facebook.com /HanySewilam - twitter.com /HanySewi Resourcelam Source As a noun the difference between a resource and a source is that a resource is that one uses to achieve a goal, such as raw materials or
personnel while the source is a person, place or thing from which something (information, goods, etc.) comes or is purchased. As verbs the difference between a resource and a source is that a resource has to deliver with s while the source (mainly us) to get or purchase:. Something that can be used to achieve a goal, such as raw
materials or personnel. The quote-magazine, the year2013, month, September-October, author Michael Sivak , magazine (American scientist), title Will AC put the cold on the global energy supply? However, it is clear that the global demand for energy for air conditioning will grow substantially as nations become richer, the ability of a
person to deal with difficulties. Abandoned on her own resources and almost penniless in her hands, she maintained herself and paid the rent of an unhappy room next to the hospital, working as a charwoman, sempstress, whatever. A moment later, she descended to the level of a casual worker. - resourceful - human resources, natural
resources - renewable resources, sub-resource (resource) To supply s. - Book quote, 1999, Keith Ballard, inclusive education, all children receive it and, for the most part, do it in institutions that are approved by the state and, to a greater or lesser extent, provided with the resources of the state. The person, place or thing from which
something (information, goods, etc.) comes or is purchased. The book, the year2006, author (Edwin Black) Burning, chapter 2 quote , passage More than just a source of Promethean sustenance to pluck the cold and cook their meat, wood was just the first industrial and industrial fuel of mankind. The quote-magazine, date2013-07-06,
volume408, issue 8843, page68, magazine (The Economist) , titled Growth smart beta , pass Investors face a difficult. Cash offers a return of almost zero in many developed countries; Government bond yields may have risen in recent weeks, but they remain unattractive. Stocks have suffered two big bear markets since 2000 and are
fluctuating again. It is not surprising that pension funds, insurers and funds are looking for new sources of profit. Spring; Fountain; Good; any collection of water on the surface of the earth or under it, in which the flow occurs. The magazine, date2013-08-16, author John Vidal , Volume 189, issue No.10, p.8, magazine (The Guardian
Weekly) , titled Ladies threaten the ecology of the Himalayas , passage Most Himalayan rivers were relatively untouched dams near their sources . Now the two great Asian powers, India and China, are rushing to use them, cutting through the deepest valleys in the world. Reporter's informant. The source code. (electronics) The name of
a single terminal transistor field effect (FET). Source source, main source and secondary source (mainly U.S.) To receive or purchase: Find information about the source (quote) (from which it comes): find a quote for. (mostly U.S.) sources (mostly U.S.) insourcing (mostly U.S.) outsourcing difference between source and resource in hindi.
difference between source and resource with example. difference between source and resource in urdu. difference between source and resource pdf. difference between source and resource wikipedia. difference between source and resource definition. difference between source and resource means. write the difference between source
and resource
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